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The Center for Innovation in Technology & Research routinely performs a needs assessment to help focus program 

offerings. Below are the results of the survey for 2015. 

I. General Information 

Numbers in parentheses indicate number of respondents who selected that category. 
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II. Enhancing Research Skills 

For each of the following skills/abilities, respondents were asked to provide a) an assessment of their current proficiency 

b) an assessment of how important this skill/ability is to their faculty role, and c) an assessment of how likely it would be 

for them to attend programming in this skill area. 

Numbers in parentheses indicate the actual number of responses for each category. 

Using library databases to conduct literature searches: 

   

Using Internet search engines & strategies (Google) 
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Designing a research study 

   

Managing references (Endnote/Zotero/Mendeley) 

   

Creating & locating data collection instruments (Quantitative/Qualitative) 
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Analyzing data software:  a.  SPSS 

   

Analyzing data software:  b.  Nvivo 

   

Analyzing data software:  c.  Other 
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Writing for a peer reviewed publication 

   

Writing a research grant 

   

Complying with copyright and fair use standards 
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Discussing intellectual property issues 

   

Participating in a formal mentoring program 

   

Attending informal networking forums 
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III. Enhancing Instruction with Technology 

For each of the following skills/abilities, respondents were asked to provide a) an assessment of their current proficiency 

b) an assessment of how important this skill/ability is to their faculty role, and c) an assessment of how likely it would be 

for them to attend programming in this skill area. 

Numbers in parentheses indicate the actual number of responses for each category. 

Enhancing instruction through technology 

   

Preparing a lecture for Webcast or Podcast 
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Setting-up an online course or hybrid course using Western Online 

   

Building online course content 

   

Creating online quizzes & surveys 
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Creating & managing online assignments 

   

Communicating effectively in an online course 

   

Assessing the needs of distance learners 
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Applying effective pedagogy to distance/online instruction 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that is 
furnished by the University? (Please list) 

MacBook Pro  Microsoft Office (i.e., Word, PowerPoint, Excel)  SPSS 

Western Online, MS Word, MS Excel, iTunes, Garage Band, Mac computer 

SPSS, PCs, Microsoft 

Laptop, iPad, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, WesternOnline. projection system, video-conferencing 

I have no unique uses of the hardware and software that is supplied as standard. 

Western Online  Word 

Western Online  MS Word PowerPoint  Adobe Connect  SPSS  Laptop  Projector  Elmo 

SPSS D2L. Cloud CS 

WesternOnline, MicroSoft Office (PowerPoint and Excel mostly), 

PC (Dell)/Apple - Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and SPSS 

MS Office 

In-class systems including PCs, dvd & vcr plays, and overhead projectors. 

laptop; Mic Office; Acrobat Pro 

Hardware: Mac computer, windows computer, digital microscope camera, ipad, digital projector, 3d 

printer,   Software: Microsoft office, photoshop, 

Computer, Office Suite, Adobe Creative Suite, Western Online, &  browser 

Mac computer 

MacBook Pro  SPSS  Microsoft Office 

Powerpoint, SPSS, Excel, online videos, projector 

Office desktop, electronic classrooms, Microsoft Office Suite, SPSS, Western Online 

Dell office desktop; Apple classroom desktops; Windows OS; Microsoft Office; Zimbra; D2L 

PC based software: MS Office programs.  Western Online to announce, post and collect homework, post 

solutions, post lecture materials, and the grade book.  I occasionally use some of the assessment tools 

and rubrics.  I should use the portfolio and the course objectives/outcomes in conjunction with a rubric 

for not only course assessment/evaluation but accreditation, BUT I don't.  I keep trying to use the Smart 

Podium equipment/software but usually revert to the board, even when using CODEX. 

Windows  Microsoft Office Word and PPT 

Microsoft Office, Movie Maker,  Student Computer stations, Smart Board (when working), iPad, iPad 

apps, WesternOnline, digital wide-angle logitech camera for Skype andfor videotaping lessons, I am 

hoping to use the 3D printer soon to create materials for my classes but have not had the time to learn 

what I need to provide to have these created. 

SPSS  ArcGIS  GPS Units  Laptop 

SPSS, MS office, PC and laptops, McGraw Hill Connect, Superlab 

adobe acrobat  ms word  power point 

iMac, PC, Adobe Acrobat, MS Office, Finale, 

PC, video projector, Western Online 

Microsoft Office  Did have SmartBoard Noteboook but was unable to put it on my new computer 

computers 

Western Online, Respondus 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that is 
furnished by the University? (Please list) 

Mac and the classroom laptops. 

Hardware: a PC  Software: nonw 

data projectors, computers, Office software, specialized software for my discipline, specialized 

measurement devices for my discipline 

laptop, desktop, and ipad.  Word excell, photoshop, and powerpoint. 

Macbook Pro Western Online 

Zimbra  Western Online  Mac OSX10.8+  Windows 7+  Adobe Creative Suite: Photoshop, After Effects, 

Premier  Vectorworks 2014  Microsoft Office 

PC and Mac Computer  Office Word, Excel, Powerpoint and WesternOnline 

mac desktop  ipad  elmo  microsoft office (powerpoint) 

Microsoft Office and Mathematica and html coding 

computer, iPad, Office Suite software, Adobe Connect 

Computer  iPad  voice recorder  MS Office Suite 

Westernonline 

word; pc' excel 

Finale, SmartMusic 

computer  projector  ELMO  SMART board 

Computer - Internet and Microsoft Office. 

SPSS 

Microsoft Office Suite including PowerPoint  Adobe Acrobat/Reader  D2L 

mac computer, projector, white board, ms word, powerpoint, western online 

win-rel pc, ms office, visio, 

3d Printers; Computers; Autodesk Suite 

University-provided computers, projectors, DVD/VCR, Internet, PowerPoint, VLC Media Player, 

Quicktime Media Player, WesternOnline, Zimbra, Microsoft Word Office 

Desk top computer w/windows 7 microsoft office 2010, Zimbra e-mail, westernonline to post lecture 

Powerpoints and readings 

SPSS, Word, and Excel 

Office 2013, Westernonline, Mathematica, Adobe 

PowerPoint, Word, WesternOnline 

MacBook Pro with standard software package (apple and Microsoft programs)  PowerPoint projections 

PC based computer, projection equipment, Elmo, CD drives    Microsoft Office Suite, (Powerpoint, Word, 

Excel, etc.) 

MS Office, Finale, Smartmusic 

PC  SPSS 

Adobe Pro  Microsoft Suite 

Microsoft office   Adobe Connect  Western Online 

PC, ELMO, whiteboards, Microsoft office, Excel, and PowerPoint, SPSS, Minitab 

usoft word / excel / powerpoint  usoft projects  paint 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that is 
furnished by the University? (Please list) 

Western Online, Adobe Connect, Library and web search engines 

iMac, mac laptop, PC, 

Western Online, LibGuides, 

- ppt slides  - SPSS  - internet: video links  - computer CD rom: playing video 

WesternOnline 

computer, projection system, visualizer, Western On Line 

ArcGIS 

PC, iPad, D2L, Excel 

imac, ipad, westernonline, vimeo 

Dell desktop computer.    Microsoft Office.    The support for Western Online (Respondus, etc.) 

Finale  Microsoft Office 

Laptop, iMac, Word, Adobe Suite, 

iMac, iPad, Microsoft Office. 

computer, overhead projector, web browser, occasional ppt. 

Classroom:  visualizer (and projector) - daily - extremely useful  computer - websites (and projector) - 

occasionally helpful     Office:  PC, mostly Microsoft Word and Excel, and web browser (mostly Firefox) 

for e-mail and Internet 

Western Online, SPSS, University Labs, Office Software, SONA Systems 

MS Office Suite 

Dell laptop running Microsoft Office 

PC based computers  Office software (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)  Systat 13 

Campus desktop computers 

MACINTOSH  classroom computer. 

WesternOnline  ppt  Word  SPSS  computers, projectors, dvd players 

Mac computers, Vectorworks, Photoshop, Adobe Creative Suite, Garage Band, PowerPoint, Keynote, 

Excel, Office, Pages. 

Standard desk top / printer / office 2013 / adobe cc6 

Fully equiped electronic classrooms  PowerPoint presentations, w/ hyperlinks top external websites as 

needed  MS Word  Mozilla Firefox  Library Search Engines (esp. JSTOR and EBSCO) 

M/S PPT, Word, Excel 

i use university computers sometimes. all instruments are hooked up to university equipment and 

software 

Office  PowerPoint  YouTube 

D2L, Paint, Microsoft Photo editor 

Western Online, electronic classrooms 

The normal suite. 

Minitab, SAS 

Microsoft Office Word/Excel/PowerPoint    Mac   PC Windoews7 

SPSS, Word, Excel, powerpoint, Adobe, iPhoto 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that you 
personally own? (Please list) 
Toshiba Satelilite L755  Microsoft Office 

Ms Word, MS Excel, GarageBand, iPad 

GIS 

Clicker to control PowerPoint 

Due to so many problems with Western Online, I do a great deal with Google-based communication. 

None 

None 

None 

Adobe Photoshop and Distiller (full suite) 

PC (Dell) -  Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and SPSS 

Lots of open source: JGrasp, Android Studio, other development tools. Sublime Text. Camtasia Studio. 

MacBook Air 

Hardware: laptop, usb microscopic video camera, stylus tablet, backup hard drives,   Software: 
Bookends (reference software), numerous freeware or open access packages 

Ipad 

Gimp  Evernote  Omni Focus  Filemaker Pro  Keynote  Pages 

Home desktop 

HP home desktop; HP laptop; HP printers/copiers/scanners; Windows OS; Microsoft Office; Adobe Pro; 
numerous DVD's, CD's, VHS tapes, and flashdrives 

Some engineering analysis software specific to geotechnical work. 

Laptop (Mac) to videotape lessons using logitech camera (cannot use the university supplied PC's 
without additional software), Phone for text purposes, videocamera and software, personal Skype 
account, personal Google Account, digital microphone, 

None 

Dropbox, quicktime, 

same as university software +  VoiceThread 

WordPerfect 

Smartboard Noteboook (old version, home laptop) 

mini IPad 

Mac 

Hardware: my laptop  Software: Sage, Open office, Xournal 

Headset with microphone 

Finale 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2013  Microsoft Office  Vectorworks 2015 (subscription) 

Mac Computer and iPad mini,  Office Word, Excel, Powerpoint 

Adobe suite  Camtasia 

Origin   and Labview 

I mainly use what has been provided. 

MS Office Suite  End Note  Acrobat 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that you 
personally own? (Please list) 
Google Hangout  Google forms  Skype  Jotforms 

Quick Time 

iPad  cellphone 

Laptop - Internet and Microsoft Office. 

nVivo 

Microsoft Office Suite including PowerPoint 

mac laptop, iphone, skype 

n/a 

Computers 

Personal laptop 

Laptop computer w/ windows 7microsoft office 07 for home & school 

SPSS, SAS, Microsoft Office, (A Survey Monkey Account), and Publisher. 

WinTeX and MikTeX, TpX.exe, Gimp (free) 

my iPad 

iPad 

none. 

SPSS 

Snagit, laptop 

cutepdf 

MS Office 

NVIVO, iphone, many apps 

- clicker 

My laptop 

hand held audio recorder 

SYSTAT 

Dell laptop. 

Desktop Intel-Mac, Word, Adobe Suite, 

Blu Microphone, Screenflow, Adobe Suite,  FileMaker, and Final Cut Pro. 

Adobe Acrobat 

Google Apps.  Chrome. 

My laptop for class prep, compiling/calculating grades,work-related e-mail, etc. 

NA 

Acrobat Pro 

Ipad mini.  Iphone.  I communicate with students via a personal website, Pinterest, and by email and 
text.  We also use Dropbox and Google docs. 

PC Laptop  WordPerfect  Systat 13  Adobe Acrobat Pro  Geneious 6.5 

Laptop computer   Tablet computer   Camtasia Studio  Adobe Acrobat Professional 

I pad, Toshiba laptop, HP table top 
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What hardware and software do you currently use for instruction that you 
personally own? (Please list) 
MatLab 

Mac Computer, Scanner, Large format printer, Corel Painter, Sketch up 

computer/ laptop/ prinetr/ scanner/ office 13/ adobe cc6/ ispring/ power director/ flash director 

M/S PPT, Word, Excel 

i use my laptop on a daily basis and transport it to and from school and home 

None 

MathCad 

None 

JMP 11 

None 

MicroGrade, 
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What hardware and software would you like to see the university furnish 
and support? 

SPSS Add-Ons, especially Missing Values 

CD/DVD players for the classroom computers 

GIS through ESRI 

-- 

It would be helpful if the university could provide greater access to qualitative coding software. 

None for my  needs 

Not sure. I am curious about various software for webcasts and synchronous distance learning. 
I know we support Adobe Connect. I have also used Citrix GoToMeeting. I am not sure which is 
better. Does Google Hangout do the same thing. Anyway, CITR does great work. Thanks for 
asking these questions. 

Adobe CS Cloud 

Adobe full suite, qualititative analysis software (NVivo or QDA Miner or similar) for office and 
labs and not just on one computer somewhere on campus, SPSS to be available in labs 

PC (Dell) -  Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and SPSS 

Something better than Desire2Learn. 

Equipment that is up to date and actually works! 

The option to have a new laptop rather than a desktop in a couple years would be nice; the 
former is far more useful to me. 

The adobe suite of products is becoming more troublesome to obtain--harder to justify for users 
who do not use it daily. 

Blue tooth connection for iPad to be shown on projector 

Filemaker Pro 

individual licences for online survey software. I don't want to have to deal with the CITR guy (I'm 
sure he's very nice) I'd rather just set up my own online survey and manage it myself with my 
own password for a university wide Qualtrics account 

The University should purchase a university site license for Qualtrics survey creation, hosting 
and analysis software. 

Commitment to one operating system, preferably Windows; furnish laptops w/pre-loaded 
software (Microsoft Office) to every student upon admission/registration; update the classroom 
presentation suites to include replacement/upgrade of existing hardware, complete re-wiring of 
all connections, and installation of whiteboards; availability of Adobe, SPSS, ArcGIS, data-
mining and department-specific specialty software for all faculty w/o need for special request; 
tele-conferencing capability for each department; provision of laser pointers, remotes, and 
portable microphones for each classroom (especially the larger ones); and provision of fully 
loaded laptops for all faculty 

A soft ice cream machine, my attendance would be perfect!      Really, my instructional needs 
are being well met at WIU-QC when compared to other institutions that I have worked at.  
Thank you! 

Adobe 

Upgraded computers for student use which can handle the newer operating systems without 
bogging down so badly; replace older ill-functioning SMART board - upgrade it and replace 
associated computer to handle newer software and applications which require updated 
operating systems; greater access to scanners, digital videocameras, microphones; 

Endnote or other reference software 

provide computers with enough memory to operate new versions of software at a reasonably 
fast speed    VoiceThread 
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What hardware and software would you like to see the university furnish 
and support? 

SmartBoard Notebook 

mackentosh 

I don't know 

all Mac applications and use, especially with Western Online--- cannot easily generate online 
exams using a Mac as you can with a PC. 

Hardware: Better PC's and laptops  Software: Mathematica, Maple, Matlab 

Camastia software (or something similar) 

Administrative accounts to Windows Computers (the current lockdown to the licensing makes 
them essentially useless as research machines when working with new software/hardware). 
This has resulted in using Mac OSX to get around that issue even though I find it more 
expensive and less useful.    I would like to see the inclusion of open source office suites like 
Libre Office installed alongside the Office suites. For most uses the open source software is 
functionally identical. I also believe that basic databases should be available to all students if 
they are inclined to learn.    As to hardware I simple would like to see better access for installing 
custom programs though I realize this generates a security risk. 

Camtasia - or other screencasting  increased wireless access so students can be expected to 
log on to ipads in class and easily access sites at the same time  alternative to D2L for course 
websites - to me this seems out of date, not as user friendly as more modern interfaces, also 
requires numerous clicks to post things and get the site initially set up - seems something else 
could work    ease to use set up in classrooms for podcasting classes - not having to bring your 
own recording devices and post it yourself, but something more streamlined and similar across 
classrooms on campus    automatically generated course email lists NOT through D2L. There 
have been times when I've gone to post notes/assingments for class and d2L is down. If I had a 
course email list I could email the info out to students right away, but since the only way I know 
to get a class list is via D2L I can't do that either when the system is down. Where I worked 
previously, course email lists were generated automatically when requested. 

upgrades on Mathematica and Microsoft Office and on web html coding 

I would like to have SPSS and NVivo provided by the university.  I previously had personal  
SPSS and NVivo on my home computer; however, the computer is no longer operational and 
the software needs to be updated.      Not having this software restricts the research I am able 
to do. 

Acrobat 

Blackboard or WebCT - Desire2Learn has too many limitations and problems to be able to 
design and deliver content successfully.   Google apps - zimbra mail has limitations 

wordperfect 

laptop 

nVivo. At present, in the Quad Cities I have no access, so I had to purchase my own copy at 
many hundreds of dollars. 

N/A 

laptops, skype capabilities in at least one or 2 classrooms per department - most important use 
is for guest speakers and to have the interaction between speaker and students 

Visible Analyst 

more 3d Printers 

SPSS, Google Chrome, Ad blockers 

??? 

Camtasia, and ePodcast Producer 
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What hardware and software would you like to see the university furnish 
and support? 

have no opinion at this point. 

Smartboard 

Additional software for research- easier access to Minitab, NVivo, etc. 

A pdf editor/writer.  Adobe reader is useless as a tool since we cannot create or modify 
documents.  Why do we have to use shareware just to be able to communicate with our peers 
at other instititutions? 

Adequate support for accessibility. 

Better access to NVIVO, new laptops, new desktops 

none 

class sets of ipads or other tablets (for our department that we can check out to use when 
needed in class) 

SYSTAT 

Some type of software to create video lectures 

Need better infrastructure so that we can use the internet in our classes. 

adobe enterprise 

Idk. 

I have what I need 

Adobe suite. 

Acrobat, some video editing programs, but I'm not familiar with options 

Data Collection and Management Software 

Acrobat Pro  ArcGIS 

I am assigned to teach courses in classrooms that have no technology whatsoever.  If I need to 
show them an image, I ask those who bring laptops to class to go to a site or look on with a 
neighbor.  I also arrive 30-45 minutes early to class to write information on the CHALKboard.  It 
would be much more efficient to be able to run a PowerPoint from time to time, access the 
internet to show students clips and images, or have access to a smartboard. 

Ipads  Systat  Geneious 7.0 

Adobe Acrobat Professional   Photoshop   Other software for Creating web content 

N.A 

Clickers or better WiFi access 

EndNote  MatLab 

Corel Painter, Virtual Light Lab, Sketch Up, 

windows 8 -   a good video editing software - 

SPSS, SAS 

office computers, better computers, or at least better maintained computers that are on 
instruments or even in the computer labs. 

I do not have any ideas other than what I use. 

Adobe, Photoshop 

Keep the electonic classroom PCs updated with Acrobat, Java, etc. 

None 
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What hardware and software would you like to see the university furnish 
and support? 

Camtasia, Adobe Enterprise, JMP (latest version coming out is 12), I would like the University to 
create a professional studio for producing dynamic teaching materials for online courses 
(recording videos in proper lighting, connect a smart board, an elmo and voice to a recording 
software like Camtasia, etc.) where all the technology will be set up and faculty can reserve time 
to create their materials. 

N/A 

NVivo,GoPro 
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IV. International Programs 

For each of the following skills/abilities, respondents were asked to provide a) their interest in international program 

opportunities, b) an assessment of how important these opportunities are to their faculty role, and c) an assessment of 

how likely it would be for them to attend programming in these areas. 

Numbers in parentheses indicate the actual number of responses for each category. 

Writing an internationally-oriented grant 

   

Participating in faculty exchanges with international scholars 
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Taking a student group overseas (Study Abroad) 

   

V. Program Administration 

Respondents were asked to provide feedback on the administration of programming by the Center for 

Innovation in Teaching and Research. 

 

For the following, respondents were asked what days and times would be best for them to attend a workshop. 

Numbers in boxes represent percentage of respondents who checked the combination of date and time.  Only 

respondents who selected at least one combination of day and time were included. 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8 - 10 AM 24 27 23 24 21 

10 AM - 12 PM 26 29 25 29 23 

12 - 2 PM 25 25 30 28 26 

2 - 4 PM 36 36 41 40 38 

after 4 PM 30 26 29 23 21 
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Respondents were asked how likely it is that they would attend the following workshop types. 

Vertical bars represents counts for each category. 
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VI. Website Evaluation   

For the following respondents were asked to assess the CITR websites. 

Vertical bars represents counts for each category. 

 

For the following respondents were asked to rate the CITR website on four qualities. 
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Optional comments: 
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What enhancements would you recommend to our website? 
If you had a "Very Good" option, my responses would have fell in that category. I think the CITR website 
is one of the better WIU sites. It is user-friendly. The drop down menus can get a little long. 

I love the new one-click attendance tracker option, since I mentioned that in the last survey! There is a 
clitch in the workshop registration system that is annoying, but not impossible. When you register from 
an email it takes you to the final message screen but doesn't look like you have registered, so then it 
redirects you to the main page and you must go into all workshops, find the one you want and click 
register a second time, and then it tells you that you have already registered but that is the only way 
you get the calendar invite in zimbra (which is the best part of the registration process). Also, the 
copious dropdown menu items are annoying for laptop and tablet users. 

The best feature is the ability to see photos of my students I'd love it if I could just get a single printout 
of their names and photos. Not only do I always have trouble finding the pictures feature, I have to cut 
and paste each photo into a single document if I want to be able to look at them for attendance. 

Expanded FAQs page with topical orientation or index; Expanded D2L guide similar to what some other 
universities are doing --- the D2L guide provided by the vendor is of limited utility --- I often find myself 
completing a google search and going to another university's site to answer confusing questions. 

The website is ok and there are a lot of aids available for faculty.      I get caught up in my own fire drills 
and don't leave time to do the improvement stuff.  At the risk of an additional to do; there needs to be a 
greater motivation for faculty to improve their classroom performance and a reasonable standard that 
is set high enough to make the average instructor work on improving but still be reachable. 

I don't have specifics but it's still a little "clunky" and I have frequently experienced errors - e.g., 
registering for a workshop that didn't show up when I attend.  Resources/info does not always seemed 
arranged logically and is sometimes difficult to find.  It doesn't seem like many use the research 
collaboration database and faculty could be encouraged to submit projects and help keep it up to date. 

i cannot create a direct link to the Attendance Tracker website.   i can only create a link to the main CITR 
page, and then go to the Attendance Tracker page.  this is annoying given that i access it at the 
beginning of nearly every class. 

better search options. 

None, it looks good 

Enhanced (complete) navigation would be lovely. I often have to search for links. 

all good 

Clear and succinct. I received no instruction and had to puzzle through all of it myself. The website 
assumes  a level of knowledge that I did not possess (and I was a university employee as an 
Administrative staff persons, working in Development). 

The design is poor, the text is too small, and resources are difficult to locate. A Google search is much 
more likely to provide what I need quickly. 

N/A 

Sometimes student pictures are not displayed in the Attendance Tracker (slow version), this is 
frustrating when you are trying to figure out who is e-mailing you and you cannot see the picture. 

I like the ability to text students in courses through CITR.  I would like greater ability to text students in 
and /or out of your courses.  once they are out of your course you cannot text them.  can we look-up 
and send texts to students like we do for zimbra e-mail?  Many students read and respond to a text 
better than an e-mail. 

When I click on the "register" link in CITR emails, it does not register me.  I have to poke around on the 
CITR website to find the place to get registered. 

none 

Regarding D2L, very frustrating when CITR cites says, essentially, "click the 'zomby' link" and the 
"zomby" link no longer exists.  When the names of things have changed and no longer match what is in 
the instructions. 
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What enhancements would you recommend to our website? 
Would love to see recordings of CITR sessions. I sometimes have to cancel attendance or have time 
conflics with attending sessions but still want to see the information. Even open access to 
handouts/powerpoints would be great. 

easier web address    I like my.wiu.edu because it's easy to remember.  I don't like trying to find the CITR 
web page. 

There are more current topics than what are offered. 

I mostly use it for attendance and the building connections evaluations. It would be helpful if those (and 
probably other) items were just on the main page as buttons rather than searching for the options in 
drop-down menus. 

Host more video tutorials. 

There is quite a bit of wonderful content on the site that I only just now discovered.  I think the site is 
great - perhaps an emai alert when new content goes on the website?  I'm also not sure how the tools 
on CITR relate to Western Online (which I avoid because it is difficult to use). Would love to know more 
about how to use "Rubrics" and "Assignments" on CITR site. 
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